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Introduction – Forward Neutron Cross section
Forward neutron (𝑥! > 0.5) cross section in p+p studied at CERN (ISR) and PHENIX (RHIC)

1/22/21

PRD 88, 032006

Cross section of forward neutron is well 
understood using One Pion Exchange (OPE)

𝝅!

Proton

Proton
Neutron

One Pion Exchange (OPE) model
𝑥" = ⁄𝐸# 𝐸$
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Forward neutron carries large 
fraction of proton energy for pT < 0.22 GeV/c 



Introduction – Transverse Single Spin Asymmetry (AN)

1/22/21

Forward neutron AN is a left-right cross section asymmetry in polarized p + p or heavier nuclei (A)
collisions.

-------------------
-------------------

Polarized proton

Proton or
heavier 
nuclei (A)

Right

Left

𝐴% =
𝑑𝜎↑ − 𝑑𝜎↓

𝑑𝜎↑ + 𝑑𝜎↓

𝑑𝜎↑ 𝑑𝜎↓ is 
cross section 

RHIC measurements have shown a large forward neutron AN, which could not be justified by 
a simple OPE model. [More during the discussion session]1

The origin of these large forward neutron single spin asymmetries needs to be properly understood.
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RHIC AN measurements

Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 022001



Single transverse spin asymmetry of forward neutrons
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We calculate the single transverse spin asymmetry AN!t", for inclusive neutron production in pp
collisions at forward rapidities relative to the polarized proton in the energy range of RHIC. Absorptive

corrections to the pion pole generate a relative phase between the spin-flip and nonflip amplitudes, leading

to a transverse spin asymmetry which is found to be far too small to explain the magnitude of AN observed

in the PHENIX experiment. A larger contribution, which does not vanish at high energies, comes from the

interference of pion and a1-Reggeon exchanges. The unnatural parity of a1 guarantees a substantial phase
shift, although the magnitude is strongly suppressed by the smallness of diffractive !p ! a1p cross

section. We replace the Regge a1 pole by the Regge cut corresponding to the !" exchange in the 1#S
state. The production of such a state, which we treat as an effective pole a, forms a narrow peak in the 3!
invariant mass distribution in diffractive !p interactions. The cross section is large, so one can assume

that this state saturates the spectral function of the axial current and we can determine its coupling to

nucleons via the partially conserved axial-vector-current constraint Goldberger-Treiman relation and the

second Weinberg sum rule. The numerical results of the parameter-free calculation of AN are in excellent

agreement with the PHENIX data.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.84.114012 PACS numbers: 13.85.Ni, 11.80.Cr, 11.80.Gw, 13.88.+e

I. INTRODUCTION

The single transverse spin asymmetry of neutrons was
measured recently by the PHENIX experiment at RHIC [1]
in pp collisions at energies

!!!
s

p $ 62, 200 and 500 GeV.
The measurements were performed with a transversely
polarized proton beam and the neutron was detected at
very forward and backward rapidities relative to the polar-
ized beam. Preliminary results are depicted in Fig. 1. An
appreciable single transverse spin asymmetry was found in
events with large fractional neutron momenta z. The data
agree with a linear dependence on the neutron transverse
momentum qT , and different energy match well, what
indicates at an energy independent AN!qT".

Usually polarization data are more sensitive to the
mechanisms of reactions than the cross section. Below
we demonstrate that the large magnitude of the single
transverse spin asymmetry of forward neutrons discovered
in [1], reveals a new important mechanism of neutron
production ignored in all previous studies of the reaction
cross section.

At the same time, neutrons produced with xF < 0 show a
small asymmetry, consistent with zero. This fact is ex-
plained by the so called Abarbanel-Gross theorem [2]
which predicts zero transverse spin asymmetry for
particles produced in the fragmentation region of an un-
polarized beam. This statement was proven within the
Regge pole model illustrated in Fig. 2. The amplitude
of the reaction p " #p ! X # n squared, Fig. 2(a), is
related by the optical theorem with the triple-Regge graph

in Fig. 2(b). According to Regge factorization the proton

spin can correlates only with the vector product, [ ~k% ~k0],
of the proton momenta in the two conjugated amplitudes,
as is shown in Fig. 2(b). According to the optical theorem

these momenta are equal, ~k $ ~k0, so no transverse spin
correlation is possible. Regge cuts shown in Fig. 2(c)
breakdown this statement, but the magnitude of the gained
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FIG. 1 (color online). Single transverse spin asymmetry AN in
the reaction pp ! nX, measured at

!!!
s

p $ 62, 200, 500 GeV [1]
(preliminary data). The asterisks show the result of our calcu-
lation, Eq. (40), which was done point by point, since each
experimental point has a specific value of z (see Table I).

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 84, 114012 (2011)

1550-7998=2011=84(11)=114012(8) 114012-1 ! 2011 American Physical Society

Uncorrected PHENIX AN data at 
62, 200, 500 GeV unpublished. 
pT was not explicitly measured.

AN in p+p is produced by interference of
𝜋, and 𝑎- amplitudes (Regge theory).

PRD84,114012(2011)
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𝐴. ≈
𝜎/0/12345 𝜎2345 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿
𝜎/0/123456 + 𝜎23456

cross section (unpolarized) 𝛿: phase shift
AN production mechanism  is still not well understood, need to explicitly measure the pT dependence.

Theoretical Attempt to Explain Large Forward Neutron AN

Theory points (*) published 

One Pion Exchange (OPE) Spin parity 1+ a1 (1260)  
Reggeon

Polarized 
proton

Proton
𝝅!

a1
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PT [GeV/c]



Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider and the PHENIX Detector

Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) - BNL Side view of the PHENIX detector system at RHIC
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Neutron Measurement - Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC) 

Shower max detector (SMD, 𝜎 ~ 1 cm): neutron position
ZDC’s energy resolution is ~ 20% for 100 GeV neutrons.

Beam-beam counter
Charge veto counterZDC (W-Cu alloy)

SMD (Plastic scintillators) 

1800 cm1800 cm

1/22/21

𝒙 =
∑𝒊𝑺𝑴𝑫𝑬 𝒊 & 𝒙 𝒊
∑𝒊𝑺𝑴𝑫𝑬 𝒊

(Centroid method)

§ 3 modules
§ 10 x 10 cm2

§ 1.7 nuclear interaction 
length/module

§ 51 radiation lengths

SMD

ZDC

7 strips for x-position
8 strips for y-position
𝜎%&' ∼ 1 𝑐𝑚

Measured variables are smeared due to limited acceptance and resolution of ZDCs. 
Thus AN as a function of pT need to be corrected for smearing induced by ZDCs using unfolding.   

Proton
Polarized
proton
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Neutron Selection For Unfolding of the Obeserved AN
qRequired EZDC2/ET > 3% (photon elimination)

ZDC is composed of 3 modules: ZDC1, ZDC2 and ZDC3
ET = EZDC1 + EZDC2 + EZDC3

ZDC total energy cut: 40 GeV to 120 GeV

qAcceptance cut: 0.5 cm < r < 4.0 cm
0.5 cm to counteract left-right dilution
𝜎507. of SMD ~ 1.0 cm.
4.0 cm used to reduce neutron edge dilution

qSMD threshold cut 
Photon rejection
Required Nx and Ny > 1 fired above 0.003 GeV
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Unfolding - Recovers Actual from Measured Distribution
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Real Particle 
Collision

Real Particle 
Detector

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Particle Level Detector Level

detector effect

actual spectrum, 𝑮 𝒈 measured spectrum, 𝑴 𝒎

Unfolding
smeared

Finite resolution
Limited acceptance

Direct process (MC simulation)
𝑮 𝒈 ⟹ 𝑴 𝒎

Inverse process (Unfolding)
𝑴 𝒎 ⟹ 𝑮 𝒈

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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𝑨 𝒎,𝒈 𝑮 𝒈 = 𝑴 𝒎

𝑨 𝒎,𝒈 is response matrix.
Inverted (𝑨!𝟏) to obtain actual spectrum 
using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).  



Monte Carlo (MC) Sampling – Detector Smearing Matrix
Composition, energy, momentum, etc. for forward region not well  understood à

1/22/21

Sampling MC Interactions
DPMJet Hadronic (HAD)
PYTHIA6(8) Hadronic (HAD)
OPE Hadronic  (HAD)
UPC Electromagnetic (EM)

Sampled 5 MCs 
to gauge impact 
on the unfolded 
asymmetries. 

DPMJet, PYTHIA6(8) full event generators chosen because they treat diffractive events differently.

q OPE (HAD interaction): Phenomenological description of forward hadronic cross sections in 
terms of one pion exchange.

q UPC (EM interaction): STARLIGHT generator of photon generation in proton-nucleus collisions.
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Position and Azimuth Angle (f) Smearing
Position and azimuth angle are correlated:
f = 𝑡𝑎𝑛1- =

>
f = azimuth angle
x, y = forward neutron positions in SMD
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Azimuth angle smearing was checked by the 
correlation of measured and generated f.
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Transverse momentum (pT) Smearing

Position and transverse momentum 
are related:

𝑃# = 𝐸$𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃$ = 𝐸$
𝑟

𝑟% + 𝑑%
≈ 𝐸$

𝑟
𝑑

En = neutron energy
r = radial distance = 𝑥6 + 𝑦6

pT dependent AN must be corrected 
for pT and azimuth angle (f) smearing 
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Zero Degree Calorimeter Smearing Response Matrix
ZDC smearing response matrix was obtained as generated (Gen) pT–f index  versus 
reconstructed (Rec) pT-f index.  Mapping to 1D pT-f index (I) was done according to:

Transverse momentum (pT) binned
as:
[0.01-0.06],[0.06-0.11],
[0.11-0.16],[0.16-0.21].

Azimuth (f) binned into 6 bins
spanning a full range, i.e. (0 – 2p).

SVD of response matrix was finally executed to correct off-diagonal smearing in pT and azimuth (f)
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I = pT(i) * fnbin + fi



Unfolding and Asymmetry Extraction Procedure

Asymmetry extraction and unfolding technique:

1. Obtained spin dependent two-dimensional
data yields in pT and f.

2. Executed unfolding via TSVD in CERN’s
ROOT using weighted smearing matrices.

3. Asymmetries were finally calculated using
the relative luminosity formula:

𝐴& ' =
1
𝑃
𝑁( 𝜙 − 𝑅𝑁! 𝜙
𝑁( 𝜙 + 𝑅𝑌! 𝜙

𝑃 = beam polarization

𝑁± 𝜙 = neutron yields

R = Ratio of luminosities

AN = calculated unfolded AN
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Re-weighting Procedure – Different Functional Forms
Three different parameterizations ultilized for the re-
weighting and introducing spin effect (↑) & (↓) :

qPolynomial function (Pol3)
𝑤 = 𝑎 5 𝑃@,B + 𝑏 5 𝑃@,B + 𝑐 5 𝑃@,B 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑B + 𝜆𝜋

qPower law
𝑤 = 𝑎 5 𝑃@,BC 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑B + 𝜆𝜋

qExponential
𝑤 = 𝑎 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝D!,#EC 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑B + 𝜆𝜋

q where a, b and c are free parameters valid. 

Chi-square between data yields 
and measured yields from MC.

𝝌𝟐 =
𝑵𝑬𝒙𝒑 −𝑵𝑹𝒆𝒄 𝟐

∆ 𝑵𝑬𝒙𝒑 𝟐 + ∆ 𝑵𝑹𝒆𝒄 𝟐

𝑵𝑬𝒙𝒑 is data yield.

𝑵𝑹𝒆𝒄 is  measured yield from MC.

𝝌𝟐 is minimum Chi-square between 
data and the reconstructed yields.
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Unfolded AN Result Based on Pol3
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arXiv:2011.14187 (Accepted Phys. Rev. D)

Light green shaded region shows 𝜒6 below 10. 𝜒6 is
small below 0.2 GeV/c and large above 0.2 GeV/c.

Dashed line shows best matching parameterizations.

RMS ranges of unfolded AN are visualized as shaded
boxes for various MC generators.

UPC used to sample EM process 
(Minimal  in p+p & its errors fall within errors from 
HAD process for PYTHIA6(8), DPMJET and OPE).
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Unfolded AN Based on Power Law and Exponential
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arXiv:2011.14187 (Accepted Phys. Rev. D) arXiv:2011.14187 (Accepted Phys. Rev. D)



Combined Spread of All Unfolded Asymmetries
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§ Combined spread of unfolded AN in each pT

bin of all sets of parameters for each 
functional form.

§ All MC generator distributions are combined 
in each panel. 

§ Overall mean and RMS values are shown.
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arXiv:2011.14187 (Accepted Phys. Rev. D)



Combined Unfolded AN Result With Total Uncertainty

Overall unfolded AN as a function of pT.

Data points are unfolded AN obtained
from average over all parameterizations.

Boxes are total uncertainties arising from
the unfolding, MC generators and
parameterizations.

Unfolded AN tend to rapidly increase at
low pT and slowly levelling off at high pT.
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Summary

q PHENIX experiment has measured the first explicit pT dependent AN for forward inclusive
neutrons in transversely polarized 𝑝 + 𝑝 collisions at 𝑠 = 200 GeV.

q With this measurement, first reliable tests of mechanisms that produce these asymmetries
can be performed.

q Overall asymmetries show a tendency to rapidly increase at low transverse momentum.

q At higher pT, AN slowly levels off. This trend seems not to follow a simple linear pT

dependence theoretical prediction in Phys. Rev. D84, 114012 (2011)

1/22/21

shown on slide 5.
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q To understand beyond current AN results, correlation analyses with other detectors like BBCs 
in pp and pA collisions are ongoing. Study of AN at different energies will also be done in future.
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qMonte Carlo sampling using DPMJET, 
PYTHIA6, PYTHIA8, UPC, OPE. Plot not yet 
fully updated.

qFunctional form to describe asymmetries: 
Pol3, power law, exponential.

qChoice of regularization parameter for the 
unfolding.

qLimited statistics in the response matrix.
PT [GeV/c]
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Preliminary Results Showing Chisquare Explicitly   



Study of Top-Bottom Effect  in PT-F Index Plots  
Previously studied in PhD thesis of (Manabu
Togawa) using GEANT3.

Top-bottom effect is caused by light collection
and back-scattering in top part of ZDC (i.e.
(y)-position). Readout system top part only.

Checked energy deposit of forward neutrons
in ZDC.

Confirmed via scatter plot of deposited
energy as a function of measured position.
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Study of Top-Bottom Effect  in PT-F Index Plots  

Left side panels plotted
as a function of x position
have forward neutron
deposited energy parallel
to the x- axis à no
irregularity.

Right side panels have a
slope hence anti-parallel
to y-axis or y-position.
Top-bottom differences
exit in the y-position.
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